
Wallis Consulting & Development Pty Ltd 
.- - - - -  - - A 

Suite 10/56 Kings Park Rd West Perth 6005 Western Australia Lo&ult!ng & development 

P: +618 9485 0900 F: +618 9485 0988 M: 0418 934 033 E: info@wallisproperty.com.au 

12 January 2009 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 

GPO Box 3131 

CANBERRA ACT 2601 

Dear SirIMadam 

Third line forcing notification - Exclusive Dealing Form G 

Please find attached three related applications for the above, including cheque for $300 

application fee. 

The ACCC has previously approved similar notifications over the subject land. The attached 

applications seek to introduce an additional builder which can provide alternative designs 

and a lower construction price, which will ultimately benefit the public. The applications also 

reduce the number of lots to which the previously approved applications apply. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned should you wish to discuss the matter 

further or require any additional information. 

Yours Sincerely 

Wallis Consulting and Development 

~ J a s o n  Wallis 

Principal 

cob,,L c, : 7 :;<.. ' ' ~  
,. .,pi: , , . , ',i 

1 7 JAN 1004 



Form G 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Trade Practices Act 1974 - Sub-section 93(1) 

EXCLUSIVE DEALING: 

NOTIFICATION 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given in accordance with sub-section 93(1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974, of 
particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind referred to in sub-section 47(2), (3), (4), 
( 5 ) ,  (6) or (7), or paragraph 47(8)(a), (b) or (c) or 9(a), (b), (c) or (d) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engaged or proposes to engage. 

1. (a) Name of person giving notice: 

(b) Short description of business camed on by that person: 

Project management of residential land development 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

cl- Jason Wallis 
Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd 
Suite 10 56 Kings Park Rd 
West Perth WA 6005 

2. (a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition of 
which this notice relates: 

Land sales in the Linkwater Crossing development. 

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 

See Annexure A. 

3. (a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 

Purchasers of land within Linkwater Crossing. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(0  At the present time: 

Nil. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 

(c) Where the number of persons stated in item 3(b)(i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 



Not applicable. 

4. Name and address of person authorised by the person giving this notice to provide 
additional information in relation to this notice: 

Jason Wallis 
Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd 
Suite 10 56 Kings Park Rd 
West Perth WA 6005 

DATED 12January2009 

SIGNED bylon behalf of the applicant 

Q&~..P&wJ- 
(Full Name) 



DIRECTIONS 

1. Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the 
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and signed by or 
on behalf of the person giving the notice. 

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation is to 
be inserted in item l(a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and the notice is 
to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. In item l(b), describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the 
course of which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in sub-section 47(2), 
(3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 have been reduced in 
whole or in part to writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. In item 3(a), describe the nature of the business carried on by the persons referred to in 
that item. 

6. In item 3(b)(ii), state an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the 
person giving the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any 
time during the next year. 

NOTICE 

If this notification is in respect of conduct of a kind referred to in sub-section 47(6) or (7) or 
paragraph 47(8)(c) or (9)(d) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 ('the Act'), it comes into force at the 
end of the period prescribed for the purposes of sub-section 93(7A) of the Act ('the prescribed 
period? unless the Commission gives a notice under sub-section 93A(2) of the Act within the 
prescribed period, or this notification is withdrawn. 

The prescribed period is 21 days (if this notification is given on or before June 30 1996) or 14 
days (if this notification is given after 30 June 1996), starting on the day when this notification is 
given. 

If the Commission gives a notice under sub-section 93A(2) of the Act within the prescribed 
period, this notification will not come into force unless the Commission, after completing the 
procedures in section 93A of the Act, decides not to give a notice under sub-section 93(3A) of 
the Act. The notification comes into force when that decision is made. 

If this notification is in respect of conduct or a kind referred to in sub-section 47(2), (3), (4) or 
(5), or paragraph 47(8)(a) or (b) or (9)(a), (b) or (c), of the Act, it comes into force when it is 
given. 



ANNEXURE A 

Daws & Son Pty Ltd and Devoncourt Pty Ltd (the Owners) are the landowners 
of residential land in Western Australia situated in Canning Vale Western 
Australia (Land). 

The Owners are developing the Land by way of a development agreement with 
Bletchley Pty Ltd. The development is known as Bletchley Park. 

Bletchley Pty Ltd has entered a project management agreement with Wallis 
Consulting & Development Pty Ltd. Wallis Consulting & Development Pty 
Ltd is the project manager for the development and sale of lots in Bletchley 
Park development and reports to Bletchley Pty Ltd. For the purposes of these 
submissions Bletchley Pty Ltd and Wallis Consulting & Development Pty Ltd 
are described as the developer (Developer). 

Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd will be appointed as the real estate agent to sell the 
lots in Bletchley Park. 

The Bletchley Park development is a residential subdivision of approximately 
150 Hectares comprising 1600 home sites in Southern River in the Southern 
suburbs of Perth. 

Within Bletchley Park the Developer is developing a medium density site of 
approximately 1.5 Hectares for a group dwelling of 28 home sites to be known 
as Linkwater Crossing. Linkwater Crossing forms part of the larger 
development of Bletchley Park 

The Canning ValeISouthern River conidor is an established residential area 
located 17 km south of Perth. Bletchley Park is generally bounded by Ranford 
Road, Southern River Road and Holmes Street. 

Bletchley Park comprises of approximately 1600 lots. Lots are being released 
in stages of approximately 35 lots. Since its launch in July 2006, twelve stages 
have been constructed and released. As of 12 January 2009,363 lots have 
been sold. The lot sizes in the greater Bletchley Park range from 326m2 lots to 
lots of 871m2. 

The past and future sale agreements for lots in Bletchley Park and Linkwater 
Crossing are and will be between the Owners and the purchasers of each lot. 

Linkwater Crossing consists of 28 lots of approximately 326 m2 to 51 1 m2 
home sites with an average home site of 400 m2. Linkwater Crossing is 
intended to create an environment that provides: 

(a) more compact housing choices for affordable and sustainable living to a 
wide demographic of a population including empty nesters, older 
people downsizing and younger couples seeking up market housing; 

(b) to provide low maintenance, easy care homes in a uniform environment, 
with a consistent high standard of facade of homes and quality of 



landscaping, designated pedeshian walkways including access to the 
adjacent park; and 

(c) will be subject to a Detailed Area Plan to be submitted to the City of 
Gosnells which will introduce restrictions on the home design to ensure 
consistency with the site being adjacent to a parkland located at the 
main entry to Bletchley Park. 

11. It is intended that the housing at Linkwater Crossing will broaden the social 
base of Bletchley Park providing an affordable range of medium lot dwellings 
in contrast to the dwellings built on the larger blocks which area expected to be 
attractive to families witkchildren. ~ l e t c h i e ~  Park is part of an expanding 
development in the southern Canning Vale area which has excellent access to 
any part of Perth via the Tonkin Highway, Roe Highway, South Street and 
Kwinana Freeway. This proximity will support the higher density of living 
proposed at Linkwater Crossing. 

12. Co-ordination between the Developer, the Owners and the builder in the 
construction of homes at Linkwater Crossing is required to comply with the 
Detailed Area Plan to be submitted with the City of Gosnells and to ensure that 
the development at Linkwater Crossing results in a functional and consistent 
development. This is considered essential as the homesites are adjacent to 
Public Open Space. This location raises a number of design issues as follows: 

(a) Security - As the homes will have park land adjacent to the rear 
boundary the internal design and layout will need careful consideration 
as to the location of living areas and doors and windows. 

(b) Passive surveillance - The designs need to be compatible with the City 
of Gosnells Safer Cities policy. The Safer Cities policy specifies the 
need to achieve good passive surveillance of public open space areas 
where housing is located near to and adjacent to parks. 

(c) Privacy - The Residential Design Codes limit the extent to which 
homes can overlook neighbouring properties to ensure adequate levels 
of privacy. The Codes present significant design challenges particularly 
on small lots which are to accommodate 2 storey dwellings. 

13. Further, Linkwater Crossing is situated at the entrance to Bletchley Park and it 
is considered essential that the Developers have an element of control over the 
style and nature of the development to ensure complimentary, consistent and 
orderly development of dwellings. The proposed development at Linkwater 
Crossing will be subject to Detailed Area Plans which are in the process of 
being finalised. These plans will be submitted to the City of Gosnells and will 
specify restrictions on the style and specification of any building to be 
constructed. 

14. In order that the design outcomes mentioned for the development of Linkwater 
Crossing can be achieved it is proposed that 18 lots be offered for sale subject 
to the purchasers using the builders nominated by the Developer. Subject to 
approval under the Trade Practices Act 1974 it is proposed that the Developers 



will enter an agreement with 'Webb & Brown Neaves' or 'In-Vogue' (the 
Builders) on the basis that 18 lots in Linkwater Crossing will be sold on the 
condition that the purchaser enters into a building contract with the Builder for 
construction of a dwelling that complies with the Detailed Area Plan. 

15. Prospective purchasers will be aware of the limitations on the dwellings, set 
back and boundaries before purchasing a lot in Linkwater Crossing. 

16. The land at Linkwater Crossing will be marketed by the Developer as house 
and land packages. 

17. The proposed contracts for the sale of land in Linkwater Crossing have not yet 
been drafted It is proposed to include the term for the contract of sale to the 
effect detailed in paragraph 13 above. 

18. It is considered that proposal will not have the effect of substantially lessening 
competition in the market for residential land andlor building services in Perth 
or in the southern suburbs in Perth in that: 

(a) there is an adequate supply of land in the Bletchley Park and through a 
number of developers in the surrounding areas giving potential 
purchasers of residential land a range of alternative land choices; 

(b) there are only 28 lots within Linkwater Crossing. There are 
approximately 1600 lots in the Bletchley Park Development remaining 
which will not have the same restrictions as these lots in Linkwater 
Crossing. Accordingly, there is an adequate supply of other land for 
purchase on an unrestricted basis; 

(c) the proposed house and land contracts will provide a public benefit as 
the homes that are constructed will assist in achieving the overall 
desired market position of the Bletchley Park estate by maintaining a 
very high visual impact from the high quality of house and faqade as 
people enter the main entrance of Bletchley Park; 

(d) the co-ordination between the Owners, the Developer and the Builder 
may assist in reducing the time taken for completion of the dwellings 
and disputes over restrictions than would otherwise be the case through 
the Detailed Area Plans as the Builder will be familiar with all 
restrictions that exist and will be able to use trades to carry out work on 
more than one dwelling at a time; 

(e) there will be public benefit by reason that the co-ordination is necessary 
to enable the consistency of the quality of dwellings and designs in 
Linkwater Crossing to proceed and achieve a design environment to 
attract a different type of purchaser that may not be attracted to other 
land in the area. 

19. Homes will be finished in a consistent manner with a high visual amenity of 
the surrounding area. This consistency will enable the fullest utilisation of the 
surrounding parkland. It is expected that the consistency in the standard of the 



homes will assist in a higher retention of value of the homes within Linkwater 
Crossing. 

20. On the basis on the above it is submitted that the public benefits flowing from 
the proposed arrangement between the Owners and the Builder will 
substantially outweigh any public dehiment that the proposed arrangements 
may cause. 



Form G 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Trade Practices Act 1974 - Sub-section 93(1) 

EXCLUSIVE DEALING: 

NOTIFICATION 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given in accordance with sub-section 93(1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974, of 
particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind referred to in sub-section 47(2), (3), (4), 
( 5 ) ,  (6) or (7), or paragraph 47(8)(a), (b) or (c) or 9(a), (b), (c) or (d) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engaged or proposes to engage. 

1. (a) Name of person giving notice: 

I ~ J ~ \ I . $  

(b) Short description of business canied on by that person: 

Real estate agent 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

c/- Jason Wallis 
Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd 
Suite 10 56 Kings Park Rd 
West Perth WA 6005 

2. (a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition of 
which this notice relates: 

Land sales in the Linkwater Crossing development 

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 

See Annexure A. 

3. (a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 

Purchasers of land within Linkwater Crossing. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

( 0  At the present time: 

Nil. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 



(c) Where the number of persons stated in item 3(b)(i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

Not applicable. 

4. Name and address of person authorised by the person giving this notice to provide 
additional information in relation to this notice: 

Jason Wallis 
Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd 
Suite 10 56 Kings Park Rd 
West Perth WA 6005 

DATED 12 January 2009 

SIGNED bylon behalf of the applicant 
... . 

1 

JWAUJ 
(Full Name) 

. .~+q&~/~ . . . . . . . .  cription) . ......... 



DIRECTIONS 

1. Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the 
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and signed by or 
on behalf of the person giving the notice. 

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation is to 
be inserted in item l(a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and the notice is 
to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. In item l(b), describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the 
course of which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in sub-section 47(2), 
(3), (4), (5), (6),  (7), (8) or (9) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 have been reduced in 
whole or in part to writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5. In item 3(a), describe the nature of the business canied on by the persons referred to in 
that item. 

6.  In item 3(b)(ii), state an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the 
person giving the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any 
time during the next year. 

NOTICE 

If this notification is in respect of conduct of a kind referred to in sub-section 47(6) or (7) or 
paragraph 47(8)(c) or (9)(d) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 ('the Act'), it comes into force at the 
end of the period prescribed for the purposes of sub-section 93(7A) of the Act ('the prescribed 
period') unless the Commission gives a notice under sub-section 93A(2) of the Act within the 
prescribed period, or this notification is withdrawn. 

The prescribed period is 21 days (if this notification is given on or before June 30 1996) or 14 
days (if this notification is given after 30 June 1996), starting on the day when this notification is 
given. 

If the Commission gives a notice under sub-section 93A(2) of the Act within the prescribed 
period, this notification will not come into force unless the Commission, after completing the 
procedures in section 93A of the Act, decides not to give a notice under sub-section 93(3A) of 
the Act. The notification comes into force when that decision is made. 

If this notification is in respect of conduct or a kind referred to in sub-section 47(2), (3), (4) or 
(5), or paragraph 47(8)(a) or (b) or (9)(a), (b) or (c), of the Act, it comes into force when it is 
given. 



ANNEXURE A 

Daws & Son Pty Ltd and Devoncourt Pty Ltd (the Owners) are the landowners 
of residential land in Western Australia situated in Canning Vale Western 
Australia (Land). 

The Owners are developing the Land by way of a development agreement with 
Bletchley Pty Ltd. The development is known as Bletchley Park. 

Bletchley Pty Ltd has entered a project management agreement with Wallis 
Consulting & Development Pty Ltd. Wallis Consulting & Development Pty 
Ltd is the project manager for the development and sale of lots in Bletchley 
Park development and reports to Bletchley Pty Ltd. For the purposes of these 
submissions Bletchley Pty Ltd and Wallis Consulting & Development Pty Ltd 
are described as the developer (Developer). 

Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd will be appointed as the real estate agent to sell the 
lots in Bletchley Park. 

The Bletchley Park development is a residential subdivision of approximately 
150 Hectares comprising 1600 home sites in Southern River in the Southern 
suburbs of Perth. 

Within Bletchley Park the Developer is developing a medium density site of 
approximately 1.5 Hectares for a group dwelling of 28 home sites to be known 
as Linkwater Crossing. Linkwater Crossing forms part of the larger 
development of Bletchley Park 

The Canning Vale/Southern River conidor is an established residential area 
located 17 km south of Perth. Bletchley Park is generally bounded by Ranford 
Road, Southern River Road and Holmes Street. 

Bletchley Park comprises of approximately 1600 lots. Lots are being released 
in stages of approximately 35 lots. Since its launch in July 2006, twelve stages 
have been constructed and released. As of 12 January 2009,363 lots have 
been sold. The lot sizes in the greater Bletchley Park range from 326m2 lots to 
lots of 871m2. 

The past and future sale agreements for lots in Bletchley Park and Linkwater 
Crossing are and will be between the Owners and the purchasers of each lot. 

Linkwater Crossing consists of 28 lots of approximately 326 m2 to 5 11 m2 
home sites with an average home site of 400 m2. Linkwater Crossing is 
intended to create an environment that provides: 

(a) more compact housing choices for affordable and sustainable living to a 
wide demographic of a population including empty nesters, older 
people downsizing and younger couples seeking up market housing; 

(b) to provide low maintenance, easy care homes in a uniform environment, 
with a consistent high standard of facade of homes and quality of 



landscaping, designated pedestrian walkways including access to the 
adjacent park; and 

(c) will be subject to a Detailed Area Plan to be submitted to the City of 
Gosnells which will introduce restrictions on the home design to ensure 
consistency with the site being adjacent to a parkland located at the 
main entry to Bletchley Park. 

11. It is intended that the housing at Linkwater Crossing will broaden the social 
base of Bletchley Park providing an affordable range of medium lot dwellings 
in contrast to the dwellings built on the larger blocks which area expected to be 
attractive to families with children. Bletchley Park is part of an expanding 
development in the southern Canning Vale area which has excellent access to 
any part of Perth via the Tonkin Highway, Roe Highway, South Street and 
Kwinana Freeway. This proximity will support the higher density of living 
proposed at Linkwater Crossing. 

12. Co-ordination between the Developer, the Owners and the builder in the 
construction of homes at Linkwater Crossing is required to comply with the 
Detailed Area Plan to be submitted with the City of Gosnells and to ensure that 
the development at Linkwater Crossing results in a functional and consistent 
development. This is considered essential as the homesites are adjacent to 
Public Open Space. This location raises a number of design issues as follows: 

(a) Security - As the homes will have park land adjacent to the rear 
boundary the internal design and layout will need careful consideration 
as to the location of living areas and doors and windows. 

(b) Passive surveillance - The designs need to be compatible with the City 
of Gosnells Safer Cities policy. The Safer Cities policy specifies the 
need to achieve good passive surveillance of public open space areas 
where housing is located near to and adjacent to parks. 

(c) Privacy - The Residential Design Codes limit the extent to which 
homes can overlook neighbouring properties to ensure adequate levels 
of privacy. The Codes present significant design challenges particularly 
on small lots which are to accommodate 2 storey dwellings. 

13. Further, Linkwater Crossing is situated at the entrance to Bletchley Park and it 
is considered essential that the Developers have an element of control over the 
style and nature of the development to ensure complimentary, consistent and 
orderly development of dwellings. The proposed development at Linkwater 
Crossing will be subject to Detailed Area Plans which are in the process of 
being finalised. These plans will be submitted to the City of Gosnells and will 
specify restrictions on the style and specification of any building to be 
constructed. 

14. In order that the design outcomes mentioned for the development of Linkwater 
Crossing can be achieved it is proposed that 18 lots be offered for sale subject 
to the purchasers using the builders nominated by the Developer. Subject to 
approval under the Trade Practices Act 1974 it is proposed that the Developers 



will enter an agreement with 'Webb & Brown Neaves' or 'In-Vogue' (the 
Builders) on the basis that 18 lots in Linkwater Crossing will be sold on the 
condition that the purchaser enters into a building contract with the Builder for 
construction of a dwelling that complies with the Detailed Area Plan. 

15. Prospective purchasers will be aware of the limitations on the dwellings, set 
back and boundaries before purchasing a lot in Linkwater Crossing. 

16. The land at Linkwater Crossing will be marketed by the Developer as house 
and land packages. 

17. The proposed contracts for the sale of land in Linkwater Crossing have not yet 
been drafted It is proposed to include the term for the contract of sale to the 
effect detailed in paragraph 13 above. 

18. It is considered that proposal will not have the effect of substantially lessening 
competition in the market for residential land andlor building services in Perth 
or in the southem suburbs in Perth in that: 

(a) there is an adequate supply of land in the Bletchley Park and through a 
number of developers in the surrounding areas giving potential 
purchasers of residential land a range of alternative land choices; 

(b) there are only 28 lots within Linkwater Crossing. There are 
approximately 1600 lots in the Bletchley Park Development remaining 
which will not have the same restrictions as these lots in Linkwater 
Crossing. Accordingly, there is an adequate supply of other land for 
purchase on an unrestricted basis; 

(c) the proposed house and land contracts will provide a public benefit as 
the homes that are constructed will assist in achieving the overall 
desired market position of the Bletchley Park estate by maintaining a 
very high visual impact from the high quality of house and faqade as 
people enter the main enhance of Bletchley Park; 

(d) the co-ordination between the Owners, the Developer and the Builder 
may assist in reducing the time taken for completion of the dwellings 
and disputes over restrictions than would otherwise be the case through 
the Detailed Area Plans as the Builder will be familiar with all 
restrictions that exist and will be able to use trades to cany out work on 
more than one dwelling at a time; 

(e) there will be public benefit by reason that the co-ordination is necessary 
to enable the consistency of the quality of dwellings and designs in 
Linkwater Crossing to proceed and achieve a design environment to 
attract a different type of purchaser that may not be attracted to other 
land in the area. 

19. Homes will be f ~ s h e d  in a consistent manner with a high visual amenity of 
the surrounding area. This consistency will enable the fullest utilisation of the 
surrounding parkland. It is expected that the consistency in the standard of the 



homes will assist in a higher retention of value of the homes within Linkwater 
Crossing. 

20. On the basis on the above it is submitted that the public benefits flowing from 
the proposed arrangement between the Owners and the Builder will 
substantially outweigh any public detriment that the proposed arrangements 
may cause. 



Form G 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Trade Practices Act 1974 - Sub-section 93(Z) 

EXCLUSIVE DEALING: 

NOTIFICATION 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given in accordance with sub-section 93(1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974, of 
particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind referred to in sub-section 47(2), (3), (4), 
(5), (6) or (7), or paragraph 47(8)(a), (b) or (c) or 9(a), (b), (c) or (d) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engaged or proposes to engage. 

1. (a) Name of person giving notice: 

l\lq 3752 Daws & Son Pty Ltd (ACN 008 749 942); and 

N931s3 Deuoncourt Pty Ltd (ACN 008 857 092) 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 

Residential Land Development 

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

c/- Jason Wallis 
Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd 
Suite 10 56 Kings Park Rd 
West Perth WA 6005 

2. (a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition of 
which this notice relates: 

Land sales in the Linkwater Crossing development. 

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 

See Annexure A 

3. (a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 

Purchasers of land within Linkwater Crossing. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

0 )  At the present time: 

Nil. 

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 



(c) Where the number of persons stated in item 3(b)(i) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

Not applicable. 

4. Name and address of person authorised by the person giving this notice to provide 
additional information in relation to this notice: 

Jason Wallis 
Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd 
Suite 10 56 Kings Park Rd 
West Perth WA 6005 

DATED 12 January 2009 

SIGNED byion behalf of the applicant 

..... b-60~ L&&~/I 
(Full Name) 



DIRECTIONS 

1. Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the 
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and signed by or 
on behalf of the person giving the notice. 

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation is to 
be inserted in item l(a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and the notice is 
to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

3. In item l(b), describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the 
course of which the conduct is engaged in. 

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in sub-section 47(2), 
(3), (4), (S), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 have been reduced in 
whole or in part to writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice. 

5 .  In item 3(a), describe the nature of the business carried on by the persons referred to in 
that item. 

6 .  In item 3(b)(ii), state an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the 
person giving the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any 
time during the next year. 

NOTICE 

If this notification is in respect of conduct of a kind referred to in sub-section 47(6) or (7) or 
paragraph 47(8)(c) or (9)(d) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 ('the Act'), it comes into force at the 
end of the period prescribed for the purposes of sub-section 93(7A) of the Act ('the prescribed 
period') unless the Commission gives a notice under sub-section 93A(2) of the Act within the 
prescrihed period, or this notification is withdrawn. 

The prescribed period is 21 days (if this notification is given on or before June 30 1996) or 14 
days (if this notification is given after 30 June 1996), starting on the day when this notification is 
given. 

If the Commission gives a notice under sub-section 93A(2) of the Act within the prescribed 
period, this notification will not come into force unless the Commission, after completing the 
procedures in section 93A of the Act, decides not to give a notice under sub-section 93(3A) of 
the Act. The notification comes into force when that decision is made. 

If this notification is in respect of conduct or a kind referred to in sub-section 47(2), (3), (4) or 
(S), or paragraph 47(8)(a) or (b) or (9)(a), (b) or (c), of the Act, it comes into force when it is 
given. 



ANNEXURE A 

Daws & Son Pty Ltd and Devoncourt Pty Ltd (the Owners) are the landowners 
of residential land in Western Australia situated in Canning Vale Western 
Australia (Land). 

The Owners are developing the Land by way of a development agreement with 
Bletchley Pty Ltd. The development is known as Bletchley Park. 

Bletchley Pty Ltd has entered a project management agreement with Wallis 
Consulting & Development Pty Ltd. Wallis Consulting & Development Pty 
Ltd is the project manager for the development and sale of lots in Bletchley 
Park development and reports to Bletchley Pty Ltd. For the purposes of these 
submissions Bletchley Pty Ltd and Wallis Consulting & Development Pty Ltd 
are described as the developer (Developer). 

Wallis Property Co Pty Ltd will be appointed as the real estate agent to sell the 
lots in Bletchley Park. 

The Bletchley Park development is a residential subdivision of approximately 
150 Hectares comprising 1600 home sites in Southern River in the Southern 
suburbs of Perth. 

Within Bletchley Park the Developer is developing a medium density site of 
approximately 1.5 Hectares for a group dwelling of 28 home sites to be known 
as Linkwater Crossing. Linkwater Crossing forms part of the larger 
development of Bletchley Park 

The Canning ValeISouthern River corridor is an established residential area 
located 17 km south of Perth. Bletchley Park is generally hounded by Ranford 
Road, Southern River Road and Holmes Street. 

Bletchley Park comprises of approximately 1600 lots. Lots are being released 
in stages of approximately 35 lots. Since its launch in July 2006, twelve stages 
have been constructed and released. As of 12 January 2009,363 lots have 
been sold. The lot sizes in the greater Bletchley Park range from 326m2 lots to 
lots of 871m2. 

The past and future sale agreements for lots in Bletchley Park and Linkwater 
Crossing are and will be between the Owners and the purchasers of each lot. 

Linkwater Crossing consists of 28 lots of approximately 326 m2 to 5 11 m2 
home sites with an average home site of 400 m2. Linkwater Crossing is 
intended to create an environment that provides: 

(a) more compact housing choices for affordable and sustainable living to a 
wide demographic of a population including empty nesters, older 
people downsizing and younger couples seeking up market housing; 

(b) to provide low maintenance, easy care homes in a uniform environment, 
with a consistent high standard of facade of homes and quality of 



landscaping, designated pedestrian walkways including access to the 
adjacent park; and 

(c) will be subject to a Detailed Area Plan to be submitted to the City of 
Gosnells which will introduce restrictions on the home design to ensure 
consistency with the site being adjacent to a parkland located at the 
main entry to Bletchley Park. 

11. It is intended that the housing at Linkwater Crossing will broaden the social 
base of Bletchley Park providing an affordable range of medium lot dwellings 
in contrast to the dwellings built on the larger blocks which area expected to be 
attractive to families with children. Bletchley Park is part of an expanding 
development in the southern Canning Vale area which has excellent access to 
any part of Perth via the Tonkin Highway, Roe Highway, South Street and 
Kwinana Freeway. This proximity will support the higher density of living 
proposed at Linkwater Crossing. 

12. Co-ordination between the Developer, the Owners and the builder in the 
construction of homes at Linkwater Crossing is required to comply with the 
Detailed Area Plan to be submitted with the City of Gosnells and to ensure that 
the development at Linkwater Crossing results in a functional and consistent 
development. This is considered essential as the homesites are adjacent to 
Public Open Space. This location raises a number of design issues as follows: 

(a) Security - As the homes will have park land adjacent to the rear 
boundary the internal design and layout will need careful consideration 
as to the location of living areas and doors and windows. 

(b) Passive surveillance - The designs need to be compatible with the City 
of Gosnells Safer Cities policy. The Safer Cities policy specifies the 
need to achieve good passive surveillance of public open space areas 
where housing is located near to and adjacent to parks. 

(c) Privacy - The Residential Design Codes limit the extent to which 
homes can overlook neighbouring properties to ensure adequate levels 
of privacy. The Codes present significant design challenges particularly 
on small lots which are to accommodate 2 storey dwellings. 

13. Further, Linkwater Crossing is situated at the entrance to Bletchley Park and it 
is considered essential that the Developers have an element of control over the 
style and nature of the development to ensure complimentary, consistent and 
orderly development of dwellings. The proposed development at Linkwater 
Crossing will be subject to Detailed Area Plans which are in the process of 
being finalised. These plans will be submitted to the City of Gosnells and wiU 
specify restrictions on the style and specification of any building to be 
constructed. 

14. In order that the design outcomes mentioned for the development of Linkwater 
Crossing can be achieved it is proposed that 18 lots be offered for sale subject 
to the purchasers using the builders nominated by the Developer. Subject to 
approval under the Trade Pructices Act 1974 it is proposed that the Developers 



will enter an agreement with 'Webb & Brown Neaves' or 'In-Vogue' (the 
Builders) on the basis that 18 lots in Linkwater Crossing will be sold on the 
condition that the purchaser enters into a building contract with the Builder for 
construction of a dwelling that complies with the Detailed Area Plan. 

15. Prospective purchasers will be aware of the limitations on the dwellings, set 
back and boundaries before purchasing a lot in Linkwater Crossing. 

16. The land at Linkwater Crossing will be marketed by the Developer as house 
and land packages. 

17. The proposed contracts for the sale of land in Linkwater Crossing have not yet 
been drafted It is proposed to include the term for the contract of sale to the 
effect detailed in paragraph 13 above. 

18. It is considered that proposal will not have the effect of substantially lessening 
competition in the market for residential land andlor building services in Perth 
or in the southern suburbs in Perth in that: 

(a) there is an adequate supply of land in the Bletchley Park and through a 
number of developers in the surrounding areas giving potential 
purchasers of residential land a range of alternative land choices; 

(b) there are only 28 lots within Linkwater Crossing. There are 
approximately 1600 lots in the Bletchley Park Development remaining 
which will not have the same restrictions as these lots in Linkwater 
Crossing. Accordingly, there is an adequate supply of other land for 
purchase on an unrestricted basis; 

(c) the proposed house and land contracts will provide a public benefit as 
the homes that are constructed will assist in achieving the overall 
desired market position of the Bletchley Park estate by maintaining a 
very high visual impact from the high quality of house and fagade as 
people enter the main enhance of Bletchley Park; 

(d) the co-ordination between the Owners, the Developer and the Builder 
may assist in reducing the time taken for completion of the dwellings 
and disputes over restrictions than would otherwise be the case through 
the Detailed Area Plans as the Builder will be familiar with all 
restrictions that exist and will be able to use trades to cany out work on 
more than one dwelling at a time; 

(e) there will be public benefit by reason that the co-ordination is necessary 
to enable the consistency of the quality of dwellings and designs in 
Linkwater Crossing to proceed and achieve a design environment to 
attmct a different type of purchaser that may not be attracted to other 
land in the area. 

19. Homes will be finished in a consistent manner with a high visual amenity of 
the surrounding area. This consistency will enable the fullest utilisation of the 
surrounding parkland. It is expected that the consistency in the standard of the 



homes will assist in a higher retention of value of the homes within Linkwater 
Crossing. 

20. On the basis on the above it is submitted that the public benefits flowing from 
the proposed arrangement between the Owners and the Builder will 
substantially outweigh any public detriment that the proposed arrangements 
may cause. 


